Don’t
Tap Dance with
Your Potential
Don’t dance around the perimeter of the person you want to be.
Gabrielle Bernstein

Author Daniel W. Evans

Dancing with the Stars
With so much attention placed on dancing because of TV shows like Dancing with the Stars, we do not need
to dance around with our potential. First we need awareness of our potential and secondly, we need to know
how to tap into it. Becoming aware of what lies in each of us and learning how to tap and draw from these
vast pools is the beginning of greatness. Personal growth and strategic training in specific areas is also vital to
your growth. This can also be accomplished with reading books by our mentors and from others with the
knowledge and experience.
Keep this in mind, each participant on Dancing with the Stars has one partner for training and performance.
However, when it comes to learning how to draw from your potential, you may need several partners to assist
you to focus your actions for proper personal development. The phrase ‘Dancing Around,’ which is an old
saying still used by some has an interesting meaning. Those who live out this phrase in their lives are simply
avoiding, not taking seriously and putting off the important things that promote self-improvement. In
addition, the definition of this phrase is to improvise in order to hide one’s ignorance. It also means to use
ambiguous or unclear expressions, usually to avoid commitment or in order to mislead.
Nothing is accomplished without seriousness, commitment and owning your own destiny!

Creating Your Own Headline
The only way the world starts changing is for each of us to change our little part of the world. Each of us have
the potential to change ourselves and our world! WOW! What a headline!

